The present article is dedicated to investigation of contemporary
environment and in correspondence to the tastes and preferences of the target audience;
The presence of creative potential, which forms the basis for a variety of readings and interpretations.
We will therefore dwell on these key discourse components of contemporary Russian retro detective fiction.
I. Characteristics of the global context
The widening of value systems as part of the expansion of secondary, largely material values leads to the fact that cultural heritage is compelled to "materialize" itself, i. e. constantly show its immaterial significance, which is very complex in the conditions of market relations that place buysell "object" values above all -objects of consumer demand, of basic necessity and of everyday existence. In this relation culturetainment, not infrequently denoted by contemporary scholars as a «deformed word and terrible phenomenon», 1 is on the one hand determinative for the diffusion of cultural facts in the conditions of globalism, and on the other hand a preservation of national cultural distinctiveness. For the sake of fairness it should be said that culturetainment today infiltrates the entire humanistic space, beginning from the organization of museum projects or specific exhibits, performances, presentations, biennales, etc., with the goal of creating for specific cities a renown as theatrical, artistic or, for example, literary capitals. In the given case it is the technology that allows one to approach culture from the positions of a market economy.
In regards to culturetainment it also seems to us appropriate to turn at the same time to such a very contemporary and widely used term as «brand».
We share the point of view of contemporary researchers of this phenomenon who define it as an essence semiotic in its quality; that is, brand «is first and foremost a sign of a definite sort and, like any sign, it links the material and ideal worlds--but which in addition to this possesses specific properties that separate it from a multitude of other signs.» 2 From this definition one derives the trinary or threefold nature of brand: 1) the name of the brand; 2) the company-producer; 3) the meaning of the brand. Thus, precisely in the content of the brand are contained those specific properties that, in essence, distinguish it from a commercial name that is not a brand».
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From the above context we can affirm that the retro historical component is well placed for mastery of the cultural space of the book market and thus well placed for becoming a brand, inasmuch as it possesses all the attributes of the trinary nature mentioned earlier, and its content as a semiotic sign undoubtedly possesses the necessary distinctiveness for its promotion in the book market -as we will attempt to explain below.
In the first place, the turning to the historical past, the recreation of atmosphere in the retro style facilitates the attraction of attention to the cultural component of contemporary life and also the formation both of individual life spaces and of the cultural space of entire social groups (sotsium), proposing in the process numerous variants for the construction of an environment of habitation in the broad sense of the term locus. Secondly, retro permits the contemporary person to assess events of the past, to understand the sources of the present, to interpret contemporaneity and to exert influence on the formation of humanistic space. We will note the not unimportant circumstance that extends preference to accessible sources that one can find either in the family library or in the most widespread informational communicative resources. In this sense retrodetective fiction is a source of cultural-historical information.
Thirdly, retro allows the ordinary person to turn into a creator--a maker of social and virtual spaces in which his presence brings him satisfaction and allows him to preserve a cultural continuity that comes forth as a connecting link with future generations.
In the fourth place, we share, in the proper context, the aforementioned slogan of George 
II. Characteristics of Retro Detective Fiction
In analyzing contemporary retro detective fiction from genre perspectives, we will note that today there are around forty Russian authors who work in the genre, a fact that testifies to the dynamic development of this direction in literary discourse. Today there is an intensive process of elaboration of the typology of the detective genre, as is witnessed by the rise of new detective series.
Among accepted designations of detective fiction are psychological, ironic, fantastic, political, espionage, historical and others.
In the first place it should be noted that retro 
